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Finding peace
in the space between 

thoughts

Poems to bring a little calm
and relaxation to your day
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Paddling down the lake

I stop

Close my eyes

Drift

And find serenity

The easiest meditation
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Here, in this moment,

stop and feel what it might mean to relax,

to allow the heaviness of your leg to reveal itself,

to sense the tension in your belly, and then feel it melt away.

So simple, and yet so difficult.

Let your awareness rest in your hands, wrists, elbows, shoulders.

Feel the living, breathing body that you are.

Become part of it, with all its tensions and imperfections,

let it speak to you, tell you what it needs,

let your mind rest, just below your navel.

Breathe.

We are born knowing this, and we lose it

Chasing our minds into another place,

Losing ourselves, bodies clothed in

Fear. Tension. Armour.

Breathe.

Back to the beginning.

Here in this moment,

Relax.

Relax
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I plant seeds and tidy the greenhouse

as three slow worms bask peacefully

in the sun.

Spring in the garden
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A hailstorm engulfed the woods.

I walked, partially sheltered by

the bare branches,

cocooned, warm in my coat as

the hailstones drummed on my head.

It passed over, the last balls of ice

bounced off my hair as

I put my hood down.

I emerged into sunshine,

a cool fresh breeze,

and contentment.

You can always find contentment if you walk far enough!

Everyday Contentment
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These gentle beams

which bathe my skin

touched the cold rock of the moon

moments before they touched me.

I sit in wonder

intimately connected

to the universe.

Moonlight
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The evening light fades

without effort

Yet I must practice daily

doing

without doing

Wu Wei
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A rushing kind of a day,

deep within the demands of work

deadlines loom

so I concentrate,

focus,

get things done,

and forget myself.

Now it’s evening and

I peel myself away from the TV,

put on some music,

slow down into

familiar movements.

An hour later

I re-emerge

relaxed,

refreshed,

calm.

Reawakened to the truth

that if I slow down,

underneath the rush,

below the fear, 

the fuss, 

the resistance,

peace is always waiting.

Peace is always waiting
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‘I think’

said the monkey mind

‘that I think too much’.

And she scampers off busily

up thought trees tangled

with stories.

Narratives twisting towards the light

thrusting up strange blooms,

every shade of the emotional rainbow.

Curious to know more,

the monkey scampers on.

Always restless,

the voice chattering away

in the jungle of my mind.

Does that monkey ever sleep?

Maybe not such a relaxing poem but I really like it!

Monkey Mind
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Can you find the stillness in movement?

Not by searching, but by the experience

of becoming aware of your body

as you move through this world.

Not by trying, but by doing.

At home within yourself,

not striving, not searching,

not analysing, not judging,

not doing.

Just moving,

until you sense the stillness within.

Stillness in movement
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Tai chi in the garden 
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A robin hops around the lawn

scooping up insects disturbed by

the recent passing of a lawnmower.

Not wanting to interrupt his feast

with tai chi,

I sit on a nearby bench

watching.

My practise becomes

simply sitting,

breathing,

relaxing,

focussing inwards,

as blackbirds

scold the approaching darkness.
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Finding peace

in the space between

thoughts
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Evening practice.

Ten mindful breaths

beneath the stars.
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Getting close to nature.

Evening tai chi practice

interrupted by a hedgehog.
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